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Promoting your 
appointment  
booking offering
Increase profitability and brand 
relevance by perfectly promoting  
your brand services.
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Introduction
Using Qudini’s online appointment booking system for 
your in-store and virtual services will enable you to 
acquire customers, increase revenues and save costs – so 
investing a small amount in promoting your appointment 
booking offering will certainly be worthwhile.

Clients using the Qudini Appointment Booking Software 
to enable customers to seamlessly book their in-store 
and virtual services have found that the system drives 
more traffic to their services, and that an average of 
60% of appointments are booked by new customers 
who have not previously used their brand before. 

Not only are they acquiring new customers, they’ve also 
found that revenues have increased because conversion 
rates have increased (by an average of 10%) and 
average transaction value has also increased (by up to 
33% for some clients), now that store associates are 
more prepared to provide a more premium service.

This guide is explained in a way that’s easy to get to grips  
with, regardless of your marketing background, and shares  
a complete set of ideas for promoting your appointment 
booking offering through:

Part 1: Defining an offering that stands out

Part 2: Making the most out of digital marketing methods

Part 3: Ensuring your offering is omnipresent within your  
    offline advertising

Part 4: Striking customer attention within store promotion

Part 5: Communicating your offering using Qudini functionality

In addition, our clients are finding that this superior experience is 
securing their long-term growth through driving greater customer 
advocacy and loyalty, while also enabling them to access data 
insights to better plan resources and to ensure more productive 
stores that have more customers to serve throughout the day.

To reap the significant benefits of using an Appointment Booking 
System, it is important to let your target audience know about 
your offering in relevant places at relevant times.
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This pack explains how you can drive more traffic to all your 
booking channels to maximize the immediate and long-term 
revenue benefits for your brand.

About Qudini

How the Qudini platform works

Use Qudini’s Appointment Booking System to drive 
traffic to your brand services by enabling your 
customers to schedule appointments 24/7 from any 
channel, including your website, app, QR codes, social 
media pages, contact center and store teams. Once 
booked, customers will receive branded SMS and email 
appointment reminders.

Your store team and contact center will be able to access 
Qudini on any desktop, tablet or smartphone device to 
manage customers and to provide a premium level of 
service that increases sales, loyalty and advocacy.

An Appointment Booking System built  
purely for enterprise retailers and banks

• Who your customers are

• Where they booked an 
appointment from

• Who showed up

• Why people cancelled or no 
showed

• Your foot traffic patterns by hour 
of the day and day of the week 

• Store associate time & motion

• Store associate service 
interactions and performance

• Appointment outcomes

• Customer feedback 

• Capacity and resource needs in 
the past, present and future

Our game-changing data insights will enable you to understand:
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QDi has launched a new ‘QDi Style 
Expert’ service that enables customers 
to schedule tailored one-to-one in-store 
or online appointments with QDi’s team 
of in-house fashion and styling experts. 
After deploying Qudini’s appointment 
booking software to support this new 
initiative, QDi wants to tell the world 
about its new premium service and 
drive continuous traffic.

All promotional ideas in this pack are  
visually demonstrated for you to view  
and easily replicate.

Visualized ideas

To bring these campaign ideas to life, we’ve created 
our own fictional luxury retail brand, QDi – and have 
visualized a full end-to-end appointment booking 
marketing campaign to promote our new in-store and 
virtual “QDi Style Experts” service and the ability to 
pre-book an appointment.

About the (fictional) in-store stylist service  
and our campaign:
Founded in 2012, QDi is a fast growing luxury brand that  
sells fashion apparel and accessories both online and in-store.

It is extremely popular amongst GenZ, Millennial and GenX 
consumers and, to remain relevant to its modern customer base, 
needs to continually grow its brand presence and store footprint 
to build stronger customer relationships that last into the future.
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Part one

Defining an 
offering that 
stands out
This first section explains some key things to think 
about at a brand and copywriting level before you start 
sharing your appointment booking offering with the 
world, we’ll cover ideas for how to:

1. Boldly brand your new appointment  
booking offering

2. Define a powerful value proposition

3. Create compelling Call To Actions (CTAs)
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Why enabling 
customers to schedule 
appointments should 
be your new normal

Competition in the retail sector has 
increased exponentially in recent years, 
both online and in-store. 

Customers can buy anything they want from anywhere 
in the world at a click of a button, and entrepreneurs 
can use centralized e-Commerce sites like Amazon 
or Etsy to prove their market before expanding. This 
has created a more promiscuous consumer base, 
and it means brands need to work harder to stay 
consistently relevant to modern consumers.

In order to continually capture the hearts and minds of modern 
customers, brands need to be:

Omnipresent – to drive awareness and sales, they need to 
reach their potential customers through a wide range of sales 
and marketing channels at the times and places relevant and 
convenient to their customers (this includes stores, online, social 
media, channel partners and beyond).

Relationship focussed – modern brands need to move away from 
a pure transaction focus and instead offer great service that builds 
longer-lasting customer relationships that convert across any of 
their channels, both in the present moment and in the future.

Part one: Defining an offering that stands out

To stand out in today’s landscape,  
modern brands need to be: 

• Present across every relevant channel. 
• Relationship focused over pure transaction centricity.
• Convenient for customers. 
• Bold in communicating their customer offerings.
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Both stores and e-Commerce offerings are proving 
to be equally important channels within the future 
of retail with industry predictions expecting retails 
sales to be split 50/50 across online and offline 
channels by 2025, as opposed to 80% of sales 
taking place in stores at the end of 2019.

To increase their brand relevance, many retailers 
are offering both in-store and virtual service 
offerings that their customers can conveniently 
book appointments for in order to receive premium 
service and advice that will influence their current 
or future purchasing decisions.

Prior to 2020, many brands had projects for such in-store and 
virtual service offerings on their future road maps, and the 
Coronavirus pandemic proved to be a major catalyst for brands 
to implement these offerings immediately due to their ability to 
drive traffic to their brand through offering greater safety and 
convenience to their customers.

Offering customers the ability to schedule appointments is 
now increasingly becoming the future of shopping and the 
brands that shout the loudest about their offerings will be able 
to stand out and to capitalize on the benefits of increasing their 
brand presence and relationship focus.

This guide explains how you can clearly and successfully 
communicate your new appointment booking offering to your 
customers from day one.
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Naming tips

When defining a name for your new service offering 
ensure that you are: 

Clear – use a name that clearly explains what your 
service will provide to your customers and the roles of the 
advisors they will receive service from.

Relevant – think about your target audience and why they 
would want and need to use your service in order to use a 
name that encapsulates how you will solve their problems.

On brand – it can be good to incorporate your brand name 
in some way or to create a full brand around your offering.

Unique and bold – stand out by creating a name that is 
bold and unique within your market.

Consistent – use the same name with consistent spelling 
and formatting across all your content referring to your 
new service offering.

Put pen to paper 

Throughout all your promotional content, it is essential 
to be clear, bold and consistent in how you talk about 
the new service offering that you are enabling your 
customers to book appointments for.

To start with, it works to put pen to paper and to define 
a name for your new service offering and the brand 
representatives that will provide the service.

Boldly branding your new 
appointment offering

Apple Genius Bar – the name used to describe 
Apple’s device expert services.

IQOS Coaches - the name used for the IQOS 
representatives that train customers on how to 
use Philip Morris’ luxury heated tobacco devices. 

Nike By You Bar – the name used for Nike’s 
services that enable customers to customize 
their products with their personal details.

Examples of brands with highly successful 
branded service offerings:



The QDi example:

For our fictional QDi fashion brand, our appointment 
booking offering is to enable customers to connect 
with an experienced QDi representative who is both 
stylish and knowledgeable about all QDi products. 

As a result, we’ve branded our new service offering 
and the team providing the service as: 

“QDi Style Experts”

Boldly branding your new 
appointment offering
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Defining a powerful  
value proposition

To start promoting your new branded service offering in  
a way that stands out in the market, it’s essential to define  
a powerful value proposition that resonates amongst your 
potential customers.

A value proposition should be a single short declarative 
statement which is then used throughout your campaign 
content to:

1. Explain what your brand service offering is about and 
how it solves your customers’ challenges.

2. Be clear about the benefits of your new service offering.

Your value proposition could change on an occasional basis 
to match the message within a specific campaign.

A great value proposition should be:

Make your business stand out

So, what makes a great value proposition?

Written in the 
language of the 
customer and provide 
an exciting solution to 
a problem they have.

Read and understood 
in under five seconds.

Clear about what 
exactly the customer 
will receive.

Creative but 
succinct.

Easy to understand. 
It should be so easy 
to understand that 
a Martian is able to 
understand it.

Effective at driving 
customers to an action.  

Part two: Dealing with the footfall issue

One uniform value proposition should be placed in all online and 
offline content used to promote your appointment booking offering.
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Primary value proposition Campaign specific value proposition

Book an in-store or virtual 
appointment with a QDi 
Style Expert for personalized 
style advice that suits you.

Discover a new look for 
the new summer season, 
by scheduling an in-store 
or virtual appointment 
with a QDi Style Expert.

Example value proposition 
ideas for the QDi Style 
Expert service:

Part two: Dealing with the footfall issue

Your value proposition could 
change on an occasional basis  
to match the goals and message 
of a specific campaign.
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Part two: Dealing with the footfall issue

Tagline and slogans

A slogan should creatively condense your value proposition 
into a very short and memorable phrase that captures 
customer attention while explaining the value you provide.

To write your slogan it helps to review your value 
proposition and to think about words that cover what the 
service is and what it means to customers.

For our fictional luxury fashion brand, we’re promoting our 
‘QDi Style Experts’ with the slogan: “Suit yourself…”

A slogan that intends to capture customer attention while 
creatively explaining that our service enables them to get 
personalized style advice on the items in our collection that 
suits them best and that they can book an in-store or virtual 
appointment at the times and places that suit them best.

You might also decide to give your new 
appointment booking service a tagline or slogan. 
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Call To Actions
Driving traffic

“Call To Action” (CTA) buttons and statements are 
one of the most important parts of your website and 
marketing content. A great CTA, placed in the correct 
location, can get customers to undertake desired 
actions and drive them where you need them to be, 
thus improving conversion rates. A bad CTA looks 
amateurish and off-putting.

Some tips for creating a compelling CTA’s that drive clicks:

• It needs to look like a button, be interactive and be  
slightly bigger that the rest of the text surrounding it. 

• Text is important. It needs to be relevant and to clearly 
describe why a user should click the button. If a CTA is 
too generic (eg. ”click here” or at all jarring, customers 
won't click it).

• Inject motivation: use verbs to make your call to actions 
more authoritative. Action words have been proven to 
boost click rates by directing the customer and creating  
a sense of urgency.

• It needs to be placed in easy and relevant locations.

Part two: Dealing with the footfall issue

BOOK AN APPOINTMENT
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Make your CTAs stand out
Example CTA buttons to place below our 
value proposition to enable customers 
to schedule time with a QDi style expert 
might include: 

Part two: Dealing with the footfall issue

BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

SCHEDULE MY APPOINTMENT

CHOOSE A TIME

BOOK NOW

For supercharged CTAs 
make your buttons big, 
bold and colorful. 
You can go a step further and A/B test 
your CTAs to ensure efficacy

Motivate action with verbs
Drive clicks by using action words to 
create more authoritative CTA buttons.
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Now bring it all together ready 
to share it with the world

Part two: Dealing with the footfall issue

Now that you’ve a) boldly branded your offering,  
b) defined a powerful value proposition that explains 
your offering and c) created compelling Call To Actions 
that drive customers to book appointments, it’s time 
to share your new appointment booking offering with 
the world by promoting these three in tandem together 
across all your online, offline and in-store content.

We’re working to this winning formula and on the next  
pages we recommend many of the key mediums that 
you might consider using to amplify your messaging and 
drive more appointments.

Bold brand offering Powerful value 
proposition Compelling CTAs All your sales and 

promotional channels

More appointment 
bookings that lead  

to sales
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Part two

Making the most out 
of digital marketing 
methods
This section focuses on how to make the most out of 
the digital marketing methods you already use to drive 
maximum traffic to your appointment booking offering, 
including using your:

1. Website. 

2. Landing pages.

3. SEO optimized content.

4. Online and offline 
advertising. 

5. Google Ads & PPC.

6. Social media channels.

7. Email marketing & SMS.
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Part two: Dealing with the footfall issue

Section 2.1

Start with your website 

To drive traffic to your new appointment booking 
service it is key that is easy for customers using 
your website to find. Once this is the case you can 
then use direct all your promotional channels to 
your website to drive customers to book.

Taking inspiration from what we’re seeing other 
major brands in the market do, the following 
pages visualize where you could place your value 
proposition and call to actions for your new brand 
offering across your website.
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Part two: Making the most out of digital marketing

What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

Store Locator

Fith Avenue, New York
Approx 3 miles from your location

QDi Store
Fith Avenue,
New York 
NY

What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

Search

More info

Can’t make it to store? Book a virtual appointment

23rd Street Chelsea
Approx 6 miles from your location

QDi Store
23rd Street Chelsea
New York 
NY

More info
Book in time with a QDi Style Expert 

when visiting one of our stores.

Book an appointment

Fith Avenue, New York
Approx 3 miles from your location

QDi Store
Fith Avenue,
New York 
NY

0200 383 7657

More info

Promote your appointment offering on your: Store finder page
Text explaining your offering and how to find appointment-ready stores.
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Part two: Making the most out of digital marketing

What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

QDi Store
Fith Avenue,
New York 
NY

What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

Store Locator

Book an appointment with a QDi Style ExpertFith Avenue, New York
QDI FASHION
Approx 3 miles from your location

What appointment service would you like to discuss?

Back

Get directions

Contact Us

www.qdi-f.com

info@qdi.com

0200 383 7657

Address

Opening Times

DAY OPENS CLOSES

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

09:00

09:00

09:00

09:00

20:00

20:00

20:00

21:00

Personal 
shopping

Accessories Skin care 
and makeup

Can’t make it to store? Book a virtual appointment

Store’s individual pages
On individual store pages place a short sentence of text about appointment bookings.
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Part two: Making the most out of digital marketing

What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories ServicesWhat’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

Handbags

Want to learn more about this 
accessory or any others?
Book an appointment with one of our QDi Style Experts

Classic small handbag
16 x 24 x 7 cm

Materials and Care

Shipping and Returns Info

Gift Wrapping

Payment Options

BOOK AN IN-STORE 
APPOINTMENT

BOOK A VIRTUAL 
VIDEO APPOINTMENT

Service and product pages
Include CTAs next to key products or services that customers 

may wish to discuss with an expert before purchasing.
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What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

Book an appointment with 
a QDi Style Expert for style 
advice that suits you

Call us

Find a store

What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

BOOK AN IN-STORE 
APPOINTMENT

Whether you have an upcoming event, 
want to make a one-off purchase or want 
to discover a whole new look for the new 
season, our team of dedicated QDi Style 
Experts will be able to showcase our latest 
collection and to provide personalized advice 
that suits you at the times and places that 
best suit you: in-store or by video.

BOOK A VIRTUAL 
VIDEO APPOINTMENT

Suit yourself

Email us

Speak to 
an advisor

Appointment booking information page
A page with more detailed SEO optimized appointment  
booking information and links to make an appointment.
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What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

with a QDi Style Expert for 
personalized style advice that suits you

BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

Summer
hype

Latest 
arivals

Suit yourself

Home page
Ensure that customers notice your new service offering from the outset by displaying the 

option to book an appointment within a key content banner or box on your homepage.
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Part two: Making the most out of digital marketing

What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

Discover your new summer look.

Book an in-store or virtual appointment with a QDi Style Expert.
BOOK NOW

EXPLORE OUR COLLECTION

What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

Summer
hype

Latest 
arivals

Suit yourself

Promotional banner
Text explaining your offering and how to find appointment-ready stores.
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Part two: Making the most out of digital marketing

What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories ServicesWhat’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

Summer
hype

Latest 
arivals

Book an 
appointment with 
a QDi Style Expert

For in-store or virtual style 
advice that suits you, at the 

time that suits you.

Discover your new summer look.

EXPLORE OUR COLLECTION

BOOK NOW

Suit yourself

Entry pop-ups
Create an entry pop-up that appears whenever a new customer visits 

your site, informing them of your appointment booking service.
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Part two: Making the most out of digital marketing

What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

Summer
hype

Latest 
arivals

Book an appointmentWhat’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

Discover your new summer look.

EXPLORE OUR COLLECTION

Suit yourself

Nav bar
Place a button on your nav bar that draws attention to your booking service.
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Part two: Making the most out of digital marketing

What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories ServicesWhat’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

Contact Us

Summer
hype

Latest 
arivals

Book an in-store or virtual appointment with a QDi Style Expert. Book Now

Customer services
0200 383 7657
info@qdi.com

Catagories

Summer hype
Latest arivals
Gifts 
Beuty

Services

Stylist appointments
personalized shopping 

Secure shopping

Privacy Policy
Cookie Policy 
Terms and Conditions
returns

Footer
Make it easy for customers who scroll to the contact information at the 

bottom of your screen to find your appointment booking service.
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Part two: Dealing with the footfall issue

Section 2.2

Now let's go  
omni-channel
Now that your appointment service is quick and 
easy to book from across your website, it’s time to 
optimize your SEO potential to drive organic traffic 
to your services from across the world wide web.
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Part two: Making the most out of digital marketing

What are they 

A landing page is a web-page that serves as the entry point 
for a website or a particular section of a website.

Creating a variety of dedicated landing pages with different 
SEO-optimized information about your appointment booking 
service will boost traffic to your appointments. The SEO-
optimized content will ensure that your landing page shows 
at the top of customer Google searches.

Once your landing pages are set-up, all your online and offline 
ads and social media posts promoting your appointment 
booking offering should link to your landing pages.

Using a variety of different pages will not only help you to 
improve SEO rankings, it will also help you to analyze what 
messaging best converts customers to appointments.

Landing pages
Driving traffic

Your landing page much include at least  
the following elements:

• A headline and sub-headline 
(your value proposition).

• At least one engaging  
supporting image.

• Mobile optimization.

• A brief description of what your 
appointment booking service is, 
how it works and its value  
(using wording that your 
customer would search to look 
for your appointment service).

•  A clear CTA.

What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

Book an appointment with 
a QDi Style Expert for style 
advice that suits you

Call us

Find a store

What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

BOOK AN IN-STORE 
APPOINTMENT

Whether you have an upcoming event, 
want to make a one-off purchase or want 
to discover a whole new look for the new 
season, our team of dedicated QDi Style 
Experts will be able to showcase our latest 
collection and to provide personalized advice 
that suits you at the times and places that 
best suit you: in-store or by video.

BOOK A VIRTUAL 
VIDEO APPOINTMENT

Suit yourself

Email us

Speak to 
an advisor
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Part two: Making the most out of digital marketing

Start by answering these questions:

1. Who is my audience and what services or goods  
are they looking for? 

2. Who is my main competition and how can I beat 
them?

3. How do I inspire confidence in my new 
Appointment Booking Service?

What it should say

You’ll need to craft some succinct messaging, 
conveying the reasons your customers will want to 
click the CTA and navigate to the Qudini Appointment 
Booking widget. 

What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

Book an appointment with 
a QDi Style Expert for style 
advice that suits you

Call us

Find a store

What’s New Gifts Beauty Store LocationsCategories Services

BOOK AN IN-STORE 
APPOINTMENT

Whether you have an upcoming event, 
want to make a one-off purchase or want 
to discover a whole new look for the new 
season, our team of dedicated QDi Style 
Experts will be able to showcase our latest 
collection and to provide personalized advice 
that suits you at the times and places that 
best suit you: in-store or by video.

BOOK A VIRTUAL 
VIDEO APPOINTMENT

Suit yourself

Email us

Speak to 
an advisor

How it should look

To engage customers you need a clean, organized and engaging 
design with natural navigation and minimal distractions.

Use your creative juices. Play around with your design, colors 
and be sure to use relevant, eye-catching imagery. Don’t clutter 
it though. The CTA needs to be abundantly clear. 
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Part two: Making the most out of digital marketing

Different folks, different landing pages

As your new Appointment Booking Platform becomes 
more popular, you’ll likely be getting traffic from a 
number of different sources. 

When this happens, you’ll need to have multiple landing 
pages for different audiences. For example, a customer 
navigating from a link in a social media post will be 
different to a user that arrives at your landing page 
from a paid ad, so be sure to tweak your messaging to 
ensure you’re driving conversion amongst your brand’s 
different audiences.

Testing landing page efficacy doesn’t need to 
be complex 

For the best results A/B testing will help you compare 
two versions of a landing page to see which one performs 
better through higher conversion of increased clicks to your 
appointment booking widget.

Make your landing page supercharged 
by matching the keywords in the 
landing page copy to those you’re 
using in your Google Ads campaign. 

Also, include social sharing buttons and 
include embedded video content.
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Part two: Making the most out of digital marketing

In order to drive organic traffic to your website, it’s important 
to let Google, Yahoo and Bing know about your online 
appointment booking offering. This is achieved through 
including relevant keywords that your customers would use  
to search for your offering throughout your online content.

Ensuring you rank for the right keywords makes your 
website easy for both customers and search engine robots 
to understand, whilst enabling you to learn more about your 
customers to attract the right visitors.

SEO – Optimizing  
your content

Here are some tips on how to optimize your 
SEO to attract high volumes of customers to 
your site: 
1. Start with research. Tools that help you to identify keyword usage, demand 

and cost include: Google Trends, Google Ads’ Keyword Planner Tool, Moz 
Keyword Explorer, Screaming Frog and Microsoft’s Bing Ads.

2. Search everywhere. Make sure you search for your keyword or phrase in 
all major search engines. Understand your competition by taking a look at 
which websites currently rank for this term. 

3. Stay relevant. Ensure the keyword is highly relevant to your website’s 
content and appointment booking service. 

4. Don’t be a sheep. Using terms that are too broad such as “Online 
Appointment Booking” may have a high-daily search volumes, but it will not 
direct relevant traffic to your site. Therefore, differentiation is important.

Get seen by Research tools
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Part two: Making the most out of digital marketing

An example sentence we would use might say:

Book an appointment to visit our designer clothing  
and beauty store and receive detailed personal 
shopping services with one of our style experts.

SEO – Example keywords

For inspiration, these are some example 
SEO keywords that QDi would use to 
promote its appointment booking offering.

Appointment booking specific 

Book an appointment 

Make an appointment 

Book time in store 

Make a booking 

Visit store

Find store

Industry specific 

Designer clothing

Beauty

High-end fashion

Designer labels

Clothing and accessories

Service specific 

Stylist / Specialist / Advisor 
/ Personal shopping / Make 
up artist / Style Guide / VIP 
/ Premium bookings / Expert 
service / In-store expert

Consumer need focused

Personal shopping services 

Style advice 

Beauty guide

Style expert booking 

A combination of phrases from each category would be 
used throughout the company’s online written content 
(including: website copy, landing pages, ad campaigns)
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Part two: Making the most out of digital marketing

Littering your keywords throughout the content on 
your site in a considered way is the only way to truly 
rank in SERPS (Search Engine Ranking Pages).

SEO – Where to place 
your keywords online

Written content 

Whether it's your main site, online blog, press articles, online 
adverts or social media pages, including keywords throughout 
your written content helps search engines to increasingly 
recognize your pages. The more pages that include your 
keywords and the more clicks these pages receive, the higher 
they will rank within the search engine. They will also result in 
higher traffic and more bookings. Generating clicks from a variety 
of sources, such as direct organic clicks from a search engine, 
clicks throughs from within your site and from credible third-
party websites, will further improve your search engine rankings.

Page titles - H1 and H2

A page title is not to be confused with a title tag.  
It is the actual page title your visitors will see 
when they visit the pages on your site. For your 
appointment booking landing page, make sure you 
fill in your H1 and H2 headers. A good example is 
‘Qudini - Book your in-store appointment now’.

Title tag
Meta description 

Here is an overview of the places you 
should be putting different keywords  
on your site:
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Part two: Making the most out of digital marketing

Though meta descriptions may not improve your 
brand’s ranking on SERP, it is something to consider 
for landing pages, as it will increase your chances 
of a customer clicking on your result. A meta 
description will appear on search engine results page 
right underneath the page title. When writing meta 
descriptions, you’ll need to keep it short, under 156 
characters is good (similar to a Tweet). Make sure you 
describe the page and include a relevant keyword.

Title tags tell Google what you’re about

Title tags tell search engines and visitors what your 
site is about in the most concise and accurate way 
possible. The keywords in your title tag will appear 
in search engine results, so ensure you use a few 
accurate keywords describing the page as well as 
your own brand name. Keep the keywords relevant, 
but remember: you may be formatting your website for 
a search engine, but you’re writing for humans to read.

Meta descriptions to drive click through rates Using images? - Don’t forget the Alt-Attribute

Many people forget to include the alt-attribute when 
they upload images to their content, but this is definitely 
something you shouldn’t overlook because Google cannot 
‘see’ your images, but can ‘read’ the alternative text.

Edit image

File name: 

File type: 

Upload date:

Dimensions:

Title:*

Alternate Text:

event-booking-calendar.jpg

image/jpeg

August 1st, 2020

946 x 377

Appointment Booking Calendar

Book an appointment with a stylist
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Part two: Making the most out of digital marketing

Update each of your stores’ Google My 
Business profiles with up-to-date contact 
details and a link to book an appointment.

To do this you’ll need to sign into the Google account 
that was used to set up the store profile, or search your 
stores’ page and suggest an edit, providing them with 
the correct URL to book an appointment within that 
store or any others.

Google My Business
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Section 2.3

Time to post

To continually drive traffic to your appointment 
booking service you’ll want to then intentionally 
and continually reference your offering across your 
key digital advertising channels promoting your 
brand and website.
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PPC stands for Pay Per Click, and is a model of internet 
marketing mainly associated with Google Ads. Essentially, 
it's a solid way of purchasing visitors to your website, 
rather than attempting to gain those visits organically, as 
you do with SEO. Using similar practices to SEO, but paid 
methods, it’s a great way to give your new appointment 
booking service a boost to get it used more widely. 

Google offers a number of options with the benefit of only 
paying once you get a lead (hence Pay Per Click). Here 
are some tips to make sure your ad campaign gets off to a 
flying start:

Keywords – Like with SEO, and using some of the ground 
work achieved within your SEO investigations, think 
about what your customers will search for when looking 
to book an appointment. Once you’ve figured this out, 
make sure you test out different keywords by including 
these within your display ad’s URL path.

Google Ads and PPC
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Google Ads and PPC: Headline 1 rules

Be specific and relevant - Headline 1 is more important 
than anything else. It’s the first thing a shopper will see 
on Google so keep it short and engaging. Stand alone 
terms such as ‘Book an appointment,’ aren’t enough.

To boost the efficacy of your ad, consider the 
industry and type of store you have, the key 
products or service you are offering and even the 
geography of a particular store, for example:

QDi – Tailored one-to-one personal styling appointments

QDi – Book your appointment with a QDi Style Expert today

QDi – Schedule a personal styling appointment today

QDi Fashion – Book an appointment for personal styling advice

Neiman Marcus, Fifth Avenue – Book a personal shopping appointment

Nike – Book an appointment for tailored advice from one of our athletes

You need to be more specific, for example:
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Be strategic
Before you get posting, think about where fans of 
your brand hang out. We recommended focusing on 
Twitter, Facebook and Instagram as these social media 
platforms lend themselves well to consumer content. 

Add value and be consistent 
When posting, focus on creating helpful, engaging 
content. To do so, be clear about the value proposition 
you’ve designed and demonstrate  it clearly and 
consistently. 

Be a perfectionist
Make sure you design your post to include beautiful 
imagery of your appointment bookings service or it’s 
benefits to your customers.

Social Media
The goal of social is to generate mass 
awareness, so it needs to be perfectly 
executed from the outset. Here’s how: 
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Post specifically about your offering

Share social media posts purely to promote and drive 
traffic to your appointment booking offering. 

Mention across your standard ads

Increase customer engagement with your general 
promotional posts by mentioning your appointment 
booking offering as a key Call To Action.

Types of post
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Social media: Use personalization

Posting content to the masses is great, but for hyper 
personalization and to spin challenges into positives, 
encourage your social media teams to include links 
to your appointment booking service in responses to 
customers with questions or raising complaints. For 
example, if a customer is complaining on social media 
about a poor customer experience in one of your stores: 
apologize to them and include a link to your booking 
service, ensuring they get a better experience next time. 

Boost it

Using your social media channels to regularly post content 
ensures your message will be seen by high-volumes of your 
current followers. However, to get your content in front of 
wider audiences, you can use various paid advertising options 
across Twitter, Facebook and Instagram to boost posts and 
specify the audience you wish to target. Remember to ensure 
a clear value proposition and that there is no one-size-fits-all 
and so you’ve got to be audience relevant.

@harrymosely We’re so sorry to hear this Harry. 
To ensure better service in-store we actually now 
enable you to pre-book appointments online.

QDi Fashion
@qdifashion
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Twitter is a popular and powerful 
platform. It is also a good social 
media site to complain on. Qudini 
enables you to respond to any 
complaints in a more positive way 
by including a link to your online 
appointment booking service. 

Additionally, Twitter is a great 
place to advertise your Qudini 
Appointment Booking Service. 
Don’t go overboard, a couple of 
tweets per week will be enough to 
advertise it. 

Instagram is a repository of 
beautiful imagery, it’s as simple 
as that. So, when it comes to 
seeing success on Instagram, you’ll 
need to make sure only your best 
pictures get posted. Think about 
how you’re creating excellent in-
store experiences and bring them 
to life on Instagram. Post images 
of your new Appointment Booking 
Service in action (brilliant product 
displays and happy customers 
engaging with staff) as well as 
visualizations of the benefits your 
customers receive using your 
service.

InstagramTwitter
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Facebook enables you to place a “Book now” button 
at the top of your Facebook page. This can be used to 
generate significant traffic to your online appointment 
booking offering from your social media page. 

Furthermore, in a similar way to Twitter, Facebook can 
also be used very successfully as a general platform 
to post content promoting your appointment booking 
service, either directly to your page followers, or 
to larger audiences in order to boost traffic using 
Facebook’s paid posts.

Facebook

A global travel retailer saw their appointment traffic 
double when they included a "Book an appointment" 
button on each stores Facebook page.
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Email marketing

Email is still very much alive and a viable form of 
communication with your customers. Within your 
current email marketing content, ensure that you are 
communicating your new online appointment booking 
service to your existing customers. 

Customer communications

Targeted SMS

Your business will be communicating with your customers by 
SMS and email for a variety of reasons. Perhaps they’ve made  
a click and collect order, have a service that is due for renewal  
or have subscribed to other general marketing messages. 

Well now you can improve the chances of your customer 
converting to service by including Qudini’s appointment booking 
link within relevant messages, such as a click and collect pick-up 
confirmation message or a contract renewal reminder.

Book an appointment with a QDi Style Expert 
for personalized style advice that suits you 

(at a time that suits you…)

Suit yourself...

Summer
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SMS 1 SMS 2

Relevant SMS at the right time 

Your business will be communicating with your 
customers by SMS and email for a variety of 
reasons. Perhaps they’ve made a click and collect 
order, have a service that is due for renewal or have 
subscribed to other general marketing messages. 

Well now you can improve the chances of your 
customer converting to service by including Qudini’s 
appointment booking link within relevant messages, 
such as a click and collect pick-up confirmation 
message or a contract renewal reminder.

Hi Harry, your click and collect 
order is now ready to collect 
in store. Please collect at your 
convenience within 5 days or for 
tailored advice when you visit 
book a session with a QDi Style 
Expert here:

Hi Harry, your membership is up 
for renewal. You might like to book 
a session with a QDi Style Expert 
to discuss our new membership 
option.
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Part two: Dealing with the footfall issue

Part three shares ideas of how you can reference your 
appointment booking content in some of our offline 
advertising content, such as:

• Outdoor advertising

• Print

• PR

Part three

Ensuring your offering  
is omnipresent in your 
offline advertising  
content 
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Although often costly, print and outdoor 
advertising can be a great addition to  
your strategy.

As stores are a vital sales channel, mentioning your 
appointment booking offering within your general  
offline marketing content will enable you to convert  
more impressions into actual store visits. These are  
some suggested ways:

Outdoor ideas 

Outdoor advertising has a host of options. To improve 
awareness of your appointment booking service, think 
about how you can reference this within your general 
creative campaigns, advertising your brand outdoors, 
on public transport and near to your stores. 

Offline advertising
Outdoors
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To ensure your print based ads convert to in-store visits, 
be sure to include appointment booking messaging and 
call to actions within your print based newspaper and 
magazines ads.

To optimize conversion to appointment for those who use 
the link, make sure you request detailed audience stats 
from each publication and ensure the link included in the 
advert routes to a landing page version that engages that 
specific audience.

Offline advertising
Printed content

Solid PR

Before customers set foot within your store, publicity informs them 
about your appointment service. It encourages them to consider 
its advantages and allows them to help you spread the word.

Be warned, it can also work against you if customer experiences 
are bad. To spread the word this way requires your spokespeople 
to mention it, often and consistently. It is also a great idea to ask 
satisfied customers to endorse your approach, which they can do 
on their own or with a little help from you asking them for case 
studies. You don't ask, you don't get.

PR can also be used to promote your innovative market-leading 
services within the industry by publishing it in retail-industry 
specific content. Don’t forget to mention Qudini as your 
collaborative partner!
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Increase foot traffic and retain customers by making 
your appointment booking service clear to the 
customers browsing your within stores or even  
just passing by your window, using: 

• Point of sale advertising

• Posters with QR codes

• Digital signage

Part four

Strike customer 
attention with  
in-store content
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Advertise at Point Of Sale (POS)

Within your store, customers are constantly consuming 
information about products and assessing their 
satisfaction with the service level you provide. This is 
why POS merchandising, signage and aisle-ends work. 
It makes sense to advertise the existence of the higher 
service levels to those who have not yet signed up or 
are currently investigating shopping with your brand 
against a competitor.

Moreover, it’s a great idea to consider placing high 
quality business cards or flyers at the till. This gives 
the customer an opportunity to take something away. 
If you are using Qudini’s capability to enable customers 
to book with specific advisors, you can even allow your 
advisors to write their name on the business card and 
hand it to the customer to broker a personal connection 
and solidify a long standing relationship.  

In-store advertising 

Part four: Strike customer attention with in-store content

Taking it a step further, each advisor could even have their own 
dedicated link included on their personal business card.If you’re 
handing out any physical flyers or catalogues to customers 
browsing within your stores (or sending these in the post), touting 
your appointment booking service within these will increase your 
chances of customers returning and ultimately converting. 

Promotional flyer Business cards
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Catalogue Point of Sale Tabletop Sign
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Point of Sale Posters Point of Sale Lollipop Signs
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Posters, digital signage and QR codes

Display clear visual content through posters and digital 
signage in store. Hot areas for this are at the till, at key 
engagement areas in the store, and on the way into the store. 
Interactivity is also important. A recent study showed 82% 
of smartphone users consult their phones in the store while 
deciding what to buy, so give them the opportunity to use 
their phones! QR codes are rapdily growing in popularity as 
a result of Covid-19, as retailers seek to create quick and 
contactless customer journeys. 
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Window Posters Open / Closed Signs
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Desk Wrap Digital Signage
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Once the Qudini platform is embedded into your 
store experience, take advantage of the rich Qudini 
functionality set to drive traffic to your appointment 
services, using our features for: 

Part five

Using Qudini 
functionality to 
promote your  
offering

• TV displays.

• Self-service kiosks.

• Appointment booking emails.

• SMS capabilities.

• Post visit SMS.

• Qudini weblink.

• Book in follow-up bookings.
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Promoting through Qudini

Qudini digital signage TV display

The Qudini TV display functionality allows you to use 
any TV to display your list of upcoming appointments 
alongside brand imagery, videos and messaging for 
customers to see. This acts as a great promotional 
method to inform your customers that it’s possible to 
book an appointment and that appointments are in 
demand. Equally, you can set-up the TV to only show 
a large brand image across the full length of the TV, 
thus using our simple and intuitive platform as a basic 
content management system to display appointment 
booking messaging and other content to customers.
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Promoting through Qudini 

Displaying your booking widget  
on in-store devices

If you have tablet, phone or desktop devices in-store 
for display or online shopping purposes, you can offer 
customers the option to book an appointment from 
these at the click of a button by embedding your 
appointment booking interface.
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Promoting through Qudini

Qudini Kiosk App

The Qudini Kiosk App is a great way to enable your 
customers to easily check-in for an appointment or 
to pre-book an appointment by themselves. This 
functionality can be used independently or alongside 
capabilities to enable customers to also join a digital 
queue for the next available slot

Using the Qudini Kiosk App on fixed devices at key 
locations within your store acts as a fantastic way to 
advertising that you offer in-store appointments. 

To drive customers to book appointments, we recommend 
positioning floor standing or desk fixed kiosks near your 
store entrances, point of sales or service desks.

Qudini’s data set enables you to track which kiosks are 
generating the most appointments.
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Promoting through Qudini

Qudini appointment booking email 

Use your new appointment booking email functionality  
to include a link to your appointment booking page. 

If your customer first booked in-store they are educated  
and prepared for their next visit.

Hi Sara,

This is a reminder for your upcoming appointment:

We look forward to seeing you.

Many thanks,
The QDi Team

Click here to cancel or reschedule:
www.qdi-f.com

Tell your friends about the QDi Style Expert service:

QDi Appointment Reminder

Date:

Time:

Duration:

To Discuss:

Venue:

Go to Map

4th October 2020

12:30 PM

1 Hour

Personal styling advice

QDi, Fith Avenue, 
Manhattan, New York
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Within Qudini, we can create a separate queue for you 
just for the purposes of adding customers to this queue 
so that they receive an SMS with information about 
your appointment booking service, alongside a link 
to your online booking page for the company or that 
individual store. This will even help your head office 
to capture data on the volume of customers enquiring 
about appointment bookings. All customers can be 
automatically removed from the queue straight after.

Individual advisors building personal rapport with 
customers can even each have a different queue with a 
message and booking link to enable customers to book 
with them.

SMS capabilities  
with Qudini

SMS templates 

If you are using other Qudini solutions for queue management, 
event bookings or to request assistance, template SMS messages 
can be set-up with appointment booking information and URL 
links, these can then be manually triggered by staff to any 
customer enquiring about your appointment booking offering.

These can also be triggered to  
walk-out customers who were  
unserved apologizing that they  
were not seen and providing  
information on how they can  
pre-book their next visit.
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Promoting through Qudini

Post visit SMS 

Remember to use Qudini’s post-visit SMS functionality 
to thank customers for their visit or send a survey 
asking for feedback. Both the SMS and the survey 
introduction page can include content about how to 
book an appointment for their next visit and is a great 
way to gain feedback from your customers about the 
efficacy of your new Appointment Booking Service.
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Promoting through Qudini

Qudini weblink

The Qudini weblink allows customers with 
appointments or a place in the digital queue to see 
information about their service time. You can place  
a promotional banner which links to your website  
to book an appointment on your weblink.
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Promoting through Qudini

Book follow-ups

After your in-store staff first serve a customer as a 
walk-in or appointment booking, it is extremely easy 
to book another future appointment using the Qudini 
“Convert to booking” button. You can even enable 
a popup to prompt your staff members to ask the 
customer if they would like to book a follow-up.
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It’s important to measure the impact that the Qudini 
Appointment Booking System is having on your 
customers, operations and ultimately, your bottom line. 
This is vital to understand the most effective marketing 
channels and to enabling you to redeploy marketing 
spend to the channels that cost the least and drive the 
most traffic into store.

This section provides some core metrics to use to work 
out the success of your appointment booking initiatives.

Part six

Measuring success
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Understanding your cost 
per customer in-store
In order to measure your marketing effectiveness, it is 
essential to attribute your booking widget traffic and 
the volume of bookings made to the correct individual 
marketing channel.

Analyzing the site that customers visited before and 
their responses to your attribution question will give 
you some insight into where you traffic is coming from.

The goal of attributing traffic in this way is to 
understand your “Cost per customer in-store” from 
each marketing channel. This is calculated through 
reviewing your investment into each channel divided 
by the number of customers influenced by that source 
that made a booking and were served in store.

Understanding this metric will help you to deploy marketing 
time and budgets to the most effective channels (those driving 
the highest volumes of traffic to store, with the lowest cost per 
customer), will increase your footfall into store.

Investment per channel

÷

Volume of bookings 
attended per channel

=

Cost of customer in-store

Budgets deployed to 
the lowest cost and 
most effective mediums

Increased footfall  
into store

Drives:

Leads to:
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No. of purchases made 
= Cost per customer acquisition

No. of store visits served 

= Cost per store visit 

X%

No. of bookings made 

= Cost per booking 

X%

No. of unique website sessions 

= Cost per click through 

X%

Attribution model  
& conversion funnel

When attributing booking traffic, this 
is the appointment booking conversion 
funnel that you should analyze for each 
marketing channel that you are investing 
time and money into.

Channels with the highest % conversion rates at each 
step are worthy of the highest investment. Qudini has 
provided a template attribution model for you to edit 
and adapt to start tracking.

Marketing channel
e.g landing page

No. of people seeing promotional content 

= Cost per impression 

X%
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Now that your CTAs are placed on multiple webpages 
and landing pages, the Qudini bookings homepage is not 
always the first page a visitor will see. To understand 
your marketing effectiveness, it’s important to find out 
how customers got to your booking website.

There are two methods of tracking Qudini 
booking widget traffic: 

Qudini reporting

Qudini offers detailed analytics tracking on our 
appointment booking widget, at the click of a button, 
without the need to use Google Analytics. Awesome, 
right? This is accessible in both the Qudini email reports 
and our business intelligence dashboard. 

Tracking traffic
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Qudini tracks:

As if this wasn’t enough, Qudini’s booking widget also has 
functionality that allows you to turn on an ‘Attribution Question’ 
which asks the customer how they found out about the 
appointment bookings. For example: in-store, online, search or 
social. This is important for you to understand which channels  
are driving engagement and which ones are less useful. 

Google Analytics 

Google Analytics can be used on your website, landing pages 
and Qudini booking widget to pull more complex reports 
on user metrics for each page. Make a start by selecting a 
significantly large date range. This will provide you with a 
decent amount of data to make considered decisions from.

• Total unique sessions to  
each page 

• Source site of traffic – which 
websites your customer visited 
before the booking widget

• Total appointments made  
& conversion percentage

• The number of appointments 
that show up in store

• IP address (Qudini looks-up  
the postcode to provide city 
/ town, region and country of 
the customer)

• Volumes of sessions and 
conversion by device / 
browser / operating systems 
used by customer
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Landing page metrics 

Analyzing the traffic of your different landing pages 
enables you to optimize content overtime through 
understanding the effectiveness of different page 
designs, SEO keywords and paid adverts used across 
your different landing pages. 

Social media

Google Analytics also allows you to see the visitors 
coming from social media. If you’re advertising your new 
in-store Qudini online appointment booking platform 
over social media, you can track the response to see 
which posts are more successful at moving users to 
your landing page and which drive conversions.

Additionally, all social media sites will provide in-built 
analytics to show you how many users are being driven 
to your site.

Landing page tracking

Check your Bounce Rates 
This is the percentage of customers landing on your website 
and immediately bouncing off elsewhere. Your bounce rate 
broadly demonstrates the percentage of people who didn’t 
find what they were looking for and could show your landing 
page isn’t engaging enough or is confusing to the customer. 

How many pages per Session? 
This will show how many pages your customers have 
navigated to after first landing on your website. Be sure to 
compare this metric with other landing pages to determine if 
a particular page is performing better or worse than average. 
Poorly performing pages need to be totally rethought. 

Goal / E-commerce conversion rate
This is important if you’re looking to get users booking in-
store appointments. This will show you the percentage of 
visitors who convert from a specific landing page. If you have 
a poor conversion rate, it’s a good idea to rethink design 
using A/B testing and make the page more engaging.

This is what you need to look for.
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Get in touch to learn how our 
appointment booking system 

for enterprise brands can 
power your future:

www.qudini.com

info@qudini.com

Thank You

We are Qudini we offer market-leading 
Retail Choreography software for: 

Appointment booking

Virtual queuing

Occupancy management

Event booking

Task mangement 

Game-changing data insights


